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Category Savage Imperial  Capitalist 

Coding (correspondence of 
production/recording)  

primary coding: declining alliance 
& filiation on earth  

overcoding: new alliance & direct 
filiation on despot  

axiomatic of deterritorialized flows 
of labor & capital  

Spatial distribution  people distributed on indivisible 
earth  

land divided by admin & assigned 
to people  

deterritorialized land: private 
property  

Social machine (=social regime of desiring-
production)  

territorial: connection/production 
code flows  

imperial: disjunction/recording 
overcode primitive codes  

capitalist: conjunction of 
deterritorialized flows  

Socius / full body / surface  earth  body of despot  body of capital  

State  conjured away  transcendent unity  absorbs s.v.; reterritorializes  

Production: flows/deductions  voice: stocks alliance - labor  accumulation of stocks flows 
converging on despot  

industrial capital: direct control of 
production  

Recording: sign chain/detachments  body-graph : open/mobile debt: 
mainspring of economy  

infinite debt; tribute; money for 
taxes  

internalized, spiritual debt money 
for commerce  

Consumption: surplus value  eye : pain s.v. of code  despotic consumption s.v. of 
accumulation  

reinvestment; prod for prod; s.v. 
of flux; diff. relation  

Filiation: administrative & hierarchal  from intensive/inclusive to 
extended (ancestor series) fixed 
capital: stock  

direct filiation w/ divine flow of 
writing  

capitalism: filiative capital (money 
grows money)  

Alliance: economic & political  extensive: pair persons circulating 
capital: debts  

new alliance; despot's family/ new 
groups (Athenian demes)  

precapitalism: alliance capital; 
privatized family  

Economic reproduction  via human reproduction  via human reproduction  solely economic repro.  

What is marked  producers via family standing  producers via (new) family  forces/means of production as 
abstract qty.  

Organs  marked & collectivized  attached to body of despot  privatized (anus first)  

Representation  connotation: signs  biunivocalization: signifier  content/expression: schizzes  

Graphism  magic triangle: eye jumps / hand 
marks / voice intones  

writing: eye reads / hand writes / 
voice dictates  

writing as archaism  

Danger / nightmare  uncodable flows  free organs escaping despot  non-Oedipal schizo  

myth  original unity of intense earth  dismembered/flushed despot  Oedipus  

representation of desire  germinal intensive flow  full body of despot  Oedipus  

repressing representation  alliance; male homosexuality  royal incest: Oedipus signifier  Oedipus  

displaced represented  Oedipus (vacant)  Oedipus (symbol)  Oedipus (lived)  

Incest  displaced represented  repressing represenation  representation of desire  

Illness  perversion: territorial entities  paranoia: despotic entities  neurosis: familial entities  

 


